
Isn’t it time that…

People knew more about Sanatana Dharma? 



Why should that happen?

Sanatana Dharma 
has been under 
attack for 1000 

years plus

A huge amount of 
knowledge has 

been lost

Or has been 
corrupted badly, 
often by vested 

interests

Most Hindus don’t 
know the basics of 

Hinduism



Why are Hindus ignorant about Sanatan Dharma?

Mughals converted Hindus, even banned Hindus from performing Pujas & 
celebrating festivals

The Christians (British etc) branded Hinduism as a pagan religion, making 
several Hindus feel embarrassed about Hinduism

The West, with active connivance from a section of Hindus, corrupted several 
of our ancient texts

Post 1947, controversies have been created & fanned about several of Hindu 
texts as well as practices



How has this ignorance continued & grown?

Articles 30, 25 & 26 of Indian Constitution have ensured that while other religions 
can educate youngsters on their faith, a school can’t teach Hinduism & its texts

Hindus have taken big time to Western Education, the Gurukul system of 
education, backbone of Hinduism, is non-existent

Left & parties subscribing to leftist thought have continued to brand Hinduism as 
backward, swaying Hindu youth away from Hinduism

Bollywood has been promoting this leftist thought aggressively, and the 
“Wokeism” promoted by them has also been very damaging



Mughal & Brit 
oppression

Constitutional 
Provisions

Education 
system since 

1947

Communist 
Propaganda

Bollywood, 
academia

Growing youth 
apathy

Sanatan Dharma is up against



Is the situation unsurmountable?

Several lawyers & Hindu groups are fighting the legal battle

Bollywood’s biased content is facing rejection of late

Anti-Hindu academics stand exposed today

And while there is a Hindu resurgence, youth apathy remains

Yet, there is little effort to educate people about Hinduism

As also about unearthing our lost/hidden wisdom



Another aspect…

Many Hindus – groups & individuals talk about the gap in people’s knowledge 
about Hinduism, especially our scriptures

However, there is no concerted effort towards this

Little/no support for some people who are working in this direction

Lots of lip service, little support – financially or otherwise



How do we fill this gap?

Need to identify sources of ancient knowledge

Could be people, institutions, libraries

Need to identify supporters of this quest

Again, people as well as organizations (for financial support)

Bring them all under one umbrella



What would this umbrella be? And do?

This umbrella would be an Institute of Indic Studies

It would be tasked with doing research to dig out ancient Hindu wisdom

Also identify people who have the ability to do so, as also teach 

Plus, promote this institute such that the average Hindu is interested in getting 
his children educated at such an institute



What shall the institute teach, essentially? 

Upanishads
Patanjali’s Yoga, 
nothing new age

Ancient Indian 
Philosophies like 

Kashmir Shaivism, 
Adwait Vedanta etc

Vedas (some 
sections as not all is 

possible)

Tantra

(Pure Tantra, not the 
Black Magic or Sex 

as is popular) 

Vedic Astrology

Ayurveda Vastu Mantras



The Dimensions

The courses shall be available virtually, to begin with

Will subsequently move to a physical classroom set up

The attempt shall be to revive the Gurukul system

And integrate it with modern systems & technology



www.satyamshakti.com

Shall be the official website of the institute

It shall be a compendium of all knowledge imparted by the institute

Hence, shall be the reference point for anyone looking for ancient as 
well as new knowledge on Sanatan Dharma

Will also be the Gateway for courses, examination, seminars and all 
else related to activities of the institute



Simultaneously

Will need recognition for such education

So that the students can go out and seek jobs

Hence, there is the need for an Education Board

Similar to ICSE, CBSE etc

As also, recognition from UGC



Why a Board?

A board will provide recognition to such education

Will help students gain employment once they pass out

Thus, the institute alumni shall be in step with new business and employment 
opportunities

While being steeped in Indian philosophy & thought as enunciated in various 
Sanatan Dharma Texts



The Board will also…

Felicitate research into our ancient texts

While encouraging development of new texts

Will also conduct seminars & conferences on various aspects of Sanatan
Dharma, both old and new

The overall intent shall be to disseminate correct information and 
negating interpolation and negative propaganda



So, what are the parts of this picture?

Researchers & 
Faculty

Administrative 
staff

Land & 
Building

Clear legal 
status

Societal 
support

Financial 
support



The Ultimate Goal

Shall be to become the source for authentic information on Sanatan Dharma 
and its various streams

To unify all streams under one umbrella so that conflicts ease and a unified 
thought emerges

Hindu citizens well versed in Sanatan Dharma come out – students as well as 
teachers

Research to rediscover our knowledge, most of which seems lost today



Where do we begin?

Financial 
Support

Legal 
Support



Legal & Financial support shall help us

Ensure that we have legislation that helps us take this 
project forward

Overcome the legal obstacles ensuring that we have 
societal support 

Financial support shall help us give shape to the institute, 
both in virtual as well as physical terms



Eventually, we shall

Have a true India emerge where kids utter Sanatani Nursery Rhymes, not 
“Twinkle Twinkle…” or “Baba Black Sheep…”

True Indian history shall emerge, and pride in being “True Indians,” shed the 
slave mentality

Science will begin to recognize Vedic Knowledge and disseminate True Vedic 
Studies

The schools and colleges will resonate with sounds of Bhagwat Geeta Shlokas
and Hanuman Chalisa



The Institute Design shall be based on
Shree Yantra, with over 5 Lakh 

other Yantras
Inscribed on the walls



The Institute or the Ashram shall have
Murtis or Idols made of Crystals



If you intend to join hands, support the project or get 
associated with the project in any way, so that we can 

truly REVAMP THE ENTIRE EDUCATION SYSTEM, please 
write to me on info@satyamshakti.com


